We review briefly the motivations for introducing additional group-theoretic data in tensor models, leading to the richer framework of group field theories, themselves a field theory formulation of loop quantum gravity. We discuss how these data give to the GFT amplitudes the structure of lattice gauge theories and simplicial gravity path integrals, and make their quantum geometry manifest. We focus in particular on the non-commutative flux/algebra representation of these models.
tetrahedron in the example) across shared (d-1)-simplices. One can turn T into a proper tensor by assuming it transforms under the unitary (orthogonal, in the real case) group U (N ) × ... × U (N ) where each component transforms a given index of the tensor T . A natural set of interaction kernels is then given by polynomial tensor invariants I B (T,T ) labelled by closed coloured graphs B obtained as follows: a) draw a white (resp. black) vertex for each tensor T (resp.T ) appearing in the polynomial; b) associate d different colours the d indices of a tensor and draw a coloured link between a black and a white vertex corresponding to the index that is contracted between a tensor T and a tensorT in the polynomial (no contraction between two T or twoT is allowed). One can also associate to the coloured graph a triangulation made of a number of (d-1)-simplices equal to the order of the polynomial, glued along shared (d-2)-faces according to the pattern of links in the graph, and consider the polynomial to correspond to a d-cell bounded by such triangulation. In this case, the Feynman diagrams correspond to cellular complexes made out of glueings of such -d-cells along boundary (d-1)-simplices. In turn, any such d-cell can be triangulated by inserting a single vertex inside it and connecting this with the boundary vertices (so that the d-cell is formed by V d-simplices glued around such central vertex).
The proposed definition of quantum gravity given by tensor models is therefore purely combinatorial: a sum over cellular complexes (dual to) Γ weighted by an amplitude A Γ that only depends on the combinatorial structure of Γ itself. One can then endow the cellular complexes with a notion of discrete metric given by the graph distance. Then the sum over cellular complexes admits the interpretation of a sum over discrete geometries and the amplitude A Γ can be re-interpreted (after appropriate re-interpretation of the constants N and λ) as the exponential of the Regge action for the equilateral triangulation corresponding to Γ. We thus have a lattice gravity path integral analogous to the one defining the dynamical triangulations approach to quantum gravity, now generated by the field theory for T andT .
By now, an impressive wealth of mathematical results have accumulated for this type of models, the understanding of the combinatorics of these models, and the analytic control over their partition function is remarkable, comprising a powerful large-N expansion, some understanding of critical behaviour and double scaling limits, results on the Schwinger-Dyson equations of several models, nice universality results, and much more. For all this, we refer to the literature.
What we focus on here, instead, is the models that are obtained by enriching this already rich combinatorial models via group-theoretic data, namely 'group field theories'. By this we mean models of the same tensor type but with index spaces replaced by Lie group manifolds (or subspaces thereof), as we will describe, so that one has a (complex) field ϕ : G ×d → C instead of the finite tensor T . Why is this enrichment useful at all? One may indeed fear that it would correspond to an unnecessary complication of already complicated models, at the same time losing the beauty of a purely combinatorial definition of the fundamental structure of space and time (which is, by the way, successful in 2d as matrix models for Liouville quantum gravity show). The main advantages are the following: 1) the definition of a proper renormalisation group flow, in turn very useful for handling the quantum dynamics of such field-theoretic models, requires the soft breaking by the kinetic term of the invariances of the interactions (be them based on the simplicial or the tensor invariance principles); this is conveniently obtained with Ks involving differential operators which in turn require the domain of the field T to be a proper differentiable manifold; (Lie) groups are an obvious choice;
2) turning the index set into a group manifold turns the tensor model into a proper quantum field theory with (a priori) an infinite number of degrees of freedom, greatly widening not only the possibilities for model building but also the set of quantum field theory tools that can be used to analyse them, and leading to richer phase structure, symmetries, etc; on the one hand, there is no proof that this widening is necessary, of course; on the other hand, it is reasonable to expect that it is, given the greater complexity of geometry and physics in dimensions higher than 2, where the purely combinatorial matrix models suffice; to face this complexity, it is nicer to have a larger variety of them at our disposal;
3) most important, the additional data allow the tensor models framework to make direct contact with other promising approaches to quantum gravity, that is loop quantum gravity and spin foam models, and thus with another large set of physical insights and mathematical results; obviously, these approaches also independently suggest that the grouptheoretic data that characterise group field theories are a necessary ingredient of a fundamental description of space and time in a full quantum gravity context. Thanks to the additional data, the connection with discrete geometry and lattice gravity path integrals can also be refined, leading to further progress. And further progress can be expect via the use of tools from non-commutative geometry, which are made available by the additional data. We will now turn to a brief description of group field theories and of the above connections.
1.2 GFTs and their connection with loop quantum gravity, spin foams and discrete gravity path integrals As anticipated, group field theories are field theories over a Lie group manifold G ×d , in such a way that tensor models can be understood as a special case in which the Lie group is replaced by a finite group, e.g. Z N , or even its underlying finite set of N elements, neglecting the group structure entirely. We thus have the (complex) field ϕ(g 1 , ..., g d ) as our basic variable. As such, the underlying phase space for each GFT "quantum"is the cotangent bundle (T * G) ×d . In particular, for quantum gravity applications, as we will see, the most relevant groups are G = SU (2) and G = Spin(4) ≃ SU (2) × SU (2) (or, in the Lorentzian signature, which will not concern us here, G = SL(2, C)). The connection with loop quantum gravity (LQG) and with lattice gravity at the kinematical level is then immediate to sketch. Canonical variables in this phase space are thus d pairs of group elements and Lie algebra elements (g i , x i ), understood as classical configuration and moment variables. Given this choice of canonical variables, one can expect two basic representations for quantum states: one in terms of functions of group elements, and one in terms of conjugate Lie algebra elements. As we will discuss, the latter representation requires new mathematical tools from non-commutative geometry to be defined, due to the fact that the Lie algebra of G is, in general, a non-commutative space. Another equivalent representation arises instead from the Peter-Weyl expansion of functions on the group in irreducible representations of the group itself.
The classical LQG phase space is, roughly speaking, composed of a copy of the same cotangent bundle T * SU (2) for each link of all possible graphs γ. Correspondingly, quantum states of the gravitational field in loop quantum gravity [4] are associated to all possible graphs γ in such a way that they form a Hilbert space of functions H γ = L 2 (SU (2) E ), with respect to the Haar measure, where E is the number of links in the graph γ. Restricting in particular to d-valent graphs, one can embed each of the above Hilbert spaces H γ into the space
, where V is the number of vertices in the graph γ. In more physical language, one can consider any LQG state associated to a graph γ as a specific 'manyparticle'state in which each 'particle'is represented by an 'open spin network vertex', that is a graph vertex with d open links attached to it, and with d group elements associated to them, so that the original graph is obtained by 'gluing'the open spin network vertices to one another along their links. Considering the Hilbert space for all possible number of vertices V H = ⊕ V H V , one obtains a Hilbert space large enough to contain all possible graph-based LQG states (the exact Hilbert space structure is different than in standard LQG, due to the different scalar product and the avoidance of any cylindrical consistency condition and projective limit, here). Gauge invariance conditions can be imposed in the usual way with respect to the group action at the vertices of the graphs. This last Hilbert space can be recast in 2nd quantised language as a Fock space, using the standard construction, and under the assumption of bosonic statistics for the 'open spin network vertices'(other choices are of course possible). The resulting Fock space is the kinematical space of quantum states of group field theories based on this choice of group, and in absence of additional conditions on the GFT field or on its dynamics. More details can be found in [5] .
Still at the kinematical level, one realises immediately that each GFT quantum can be equally depicted as a (d-1)-simplex dual to the d-valent open spin network, similarly to tensor models, but now with its (d-2)-faces labelled by group elements g i or by Lie algebra elements x i . Generic states are then going to be dual to (d-1)-simplicial complexes labelled by the same algebraic data. A first interpretation is that these are exactly the classical data of topological BF theories discretized on a simplicial complex. Indeed, when appropriate gauge invariance conditions are imposed, GFTs produce the same classical phase space of simplicial BF theories, generalised to arbitrary simplicial complexes and superpositions of them at the quantum level. These data can be understood already in terms of discrete simplicial geometry in d = 3, where BF theory coincides with 3d gravity in the first order formalism. In this case, the Lie algebra variables correspond to discretised triad fields and the group elements to elementary parallel transports of the gauge connection (before metricity is imposed by the equations of motion). We are going to describe the GFT formulation of 3d gravity in some more detail in the following. In higher dimensions, d = 4 in particular, BF variables can be understood in geometric terms only after appropriate geometricity conditions, called 'simplicity constraints'are imposed [6] . The imposition of them in the GFT models describing BF theory in 4d, assuming this is done correctly, results in models with the right quantum geometric data to describe 4d quantum gravity. We are going to see an example of this construction in the following.
The correspondence of GFT with LQG and discrete gravity carries on to the dynamical level. Indeed, given any canonical operator equation to be imposed on LQG states and encoding the quantum dynamics of the theory, i.e. some version of the Hamiltonian constraint operator, one can write down a corresponding second quantised equation in Fock space for the GFT states; this then leads to the definition of a QFT partition function for the corresponding GFT model, assuming that one relaxes the requirement that only quantum states satisfying the quantum constraints are included in the partition function, thus working in the analogue of a grand canonical ensemble in which both energy and particle number are allowed to fluctuate (with solutions of the Hamiltonian constraint equation corresponding to 'zero energy'states, and the 'number of particles'being the number of graph vertices in LQG states). We have then a direct correspondence between the canonical formulation of LQG and GFTs at the dynamical level [5] . The correspondence with the covariant formulation of LQG follows suit. Given the GFT partition function so obtained, its perturbative expansion defines transition amplitudes for quantum states in terms of a sum over cellular complexes Γ, weighted by amplitudes A Γ which are now themselves integrals over the group (or the Lie algebra) of functions of group or Lie algebra elements (or irreps of the group) associated to the cellular complex. The latter amplitudes are, when written in terms of irreps of the group, so-called spin foam models, defining the covariant form of the dynamics of LQG. When written instead in terms of Lie algebra elements, the same amplitudes take the form of lattice gravity path integrals, that is of path integrals for simplicial gravity (like Regge calculus), written in first order form, i.e. in the classical variables of discrete (constrained) BF theory. We will see these forms of the quantum amplitudes in the following, for specific examples.
The crucial point to note, here, is that this important connection with LQG and with discrete gravity, providing a welldefined Hilbert space as well as interesting quantum dynamical amplitudes, is possible only because of the additional group-theoretic data that enrich group field theories with respect to the simpler tensor models.
Flux/Algebra representation for LQG and GFT
The quantum geometry underlying both GFTs and LQG is manifest in the Lie algebra representation of their quantum states and amplitudes. Because in this context the Lie algebra elements are interpreted as fluxes of the gravitational triad field, this is also called flux representation. This uses some new tools from non-commutative geometry, namely a new notion of non-commutative Fourier transform. Let us introduce these mathematical tools, before showing a few specific applications in quantum gravity. We follow the presentation in [7] , to which we refer for further references.
Our phase space of interest is the cotangent bundle T * G ∼ = G × g * , for a Lie group G, the extension to several copies of this phase space being straightforward [8] . With the canonical symplectic structure, we get the Poisson algebra P G = (C ∞ (T * G), {·, ·}, ·), and for any functions f, g ∈ C ∞ (T * G) we obtain the brackets
∂f ∂Xi ∂g ∂Xj X k where L i are Lie derivatives with respect to an orthonormal basis of right-invariant vector fields, X i are Euclidean coordinates on g
k ij the structure constants, and repeated indices are summed over. We now seek to quantize a maximal subalgebra A of this Poisson algebra, as an abstract operator * -algebra A. We define a
where A G is the subalgebra of A ⊂ C ∞ (G × g * ) of functions constant in the second argument, and A G := Q(A G ). In general, global coordinates cannot be defined, but can be approximated arbitrarily well by elements in C ∞ (G), and we may define coordinate operatorsζ i not necessarily in A G corresponding to a set of coordinates
q1 · · ·ζ qn−1 , where C j iq1···qn−1 ∈ R are constant coefficients specific to the chosen coordinates. Furthermore, U (g) is endowed with a natural Hopf algebra structure with coproduct ∆ g * , counit ǫ g * , and antipode S g * , which can be used to define a Hopf algebra structure for A g * , which will be crucial to define what we called the algebra representation of the quantum system. Given the algebra of observables, the task becomes that of finding representations of it on suitable Hilbert spaces. The simplest to define is the group representation π G on L 2 (G) is defined as the one diagonalizing all the operatorsf ∈ A G :
for all ψ ∈ L 2 (G), but we may restrict the domain of π G (f ) to be the subspace of A G of smooth compactly supported 
, where dg is the right-invariant Haar measure on G. To prove this, one relies on the compatibility between the pointwise multiplication, used in the representation of operators, and the coproduct on the algebra.
Quantisation maps and algebra representation
We now move on to define a representation in terms of functions of the classical dual space g * . Obviously, the route taken to obtain the group representation cannot used becauseX i ∈ A g * do not commute. The strategy we adopt is then to deform the action (π g * (X i )ψ)(X) = X iψ (X), giving the needed freedom to satisfy the commutation relations. We will denote it by a star-product ⋆, and define for all i = 1,
which is the idea of star-products defined in the context of deformation quantization and the choice of quantization map determines uniquely the ⋆-product to be used in representing the quantum algebra in terms of functions on g * . Now, given a star product ⋆ and some coordinate operatorsζ i , we define the representation of the operatorsζ i andX i acting on the space of smooth compactly supported functionsψ ∈ C ∞ c (g * ) on g * to be
where we denote ∂ i := ∂ ∂Xi . Now, in order to show that we have a representation of the quantum algebra, the only nontrivial part is to show that the commutator [X i ,ζ j ] is correctly reproduced, and this amounts to showing the compatibility between the star product and the coproduct on the observable algebra. This compatibility represent then a condition on the quantisation map to allow for an algebra representation as constructed here. The details can be found in [7] .
Noncommutative Fourier transform
The next task is to find a unitary map between the two representations π G and π g * of A. We assume that this correspondence takes the form of an integral transform, generalising the standard Fourier transform, F :
where ψ ∈ L 2 (G), and we denote by E(g, X) the integral kernel of the transform. Then, the goal is to identify the defining equations for the kernel E(g, X), using the fact that the intertwined functional spaces define a representation of the same quantum algebra, and applying the action of A in the different representations. Its actual existence has then to be verified once an explicit choice of quantization map has been made. We find that the kernel E(g, X) si given by:
with k(g) = −i ln(g) taken from any given branch of the logarithm. Thus, given a deformation quantization ⋆-product, this formula gives the general expression for the integral kernel E(g, X). The same kernel should satisfy also
The prefactor η(g) := E(g, 0) depends on the quantization map Q chosen. For a given ⋆-product, determining coordinates for which both forms are satisfied might be difficult and, in general, there is no guarantee that such coordinates exist. It is a requirement for the existence of the non-commutative Fourier transform. Some properties of these plane waves are:
where the right-hand side is the Dirac delta distribution with respect to the right-invariant Haar measure on G.
This completes the definition of the integral transform F intertwining the representations π G and π g * :
where k(g) = −i ln(g) is taken in the principal branch. The ⋆ p -product is extended by linearity to the image of F More interesting general properties of this non-commutative Fourier transform can be found in [7] .
Let us now give a few concrete examples of star products and plane waves following from specific choices of quantisation maps. We limit to the case of G = SU (2). A generic element k ∈ su(2) can be written as k = k j σ j , k j ∈ R, where σ i are the Pauli matrices, while for any group element g ∈ SU (2) we have g = e ik j σj . Another convenient parametrization of SU(2) can be written as
These two parametrizations are thus related by the change of coordinates p =
, π[ according to p 0 ≥ 0, p 0 ≤ 0 respectively, and g ∈ SU (2) assumes the form g = cos | k|I + i
The so-called Freidel-Livine-Majid map, is defined, for exponentials e i p· X , as
and can be basically seen as the symmetrization map in conjunction with a change of parametrization. Accordingly:
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We may simply write = e i p( k)·X , but the coordinates p only cover the upper (or lower) hemisphere SU (2)/Z 2 ∼ = SO(3), and the resulting transform is applicable only for functions on SO(3). One also finds:
The factor ǫ( k 1 , k 2 ) = ±1, introduced by the projection, is the sign of 1 − | p 1 | 2 1 − | p 2 | 2 − p 1 · p 2 , which is 1 if both p 1 , p 2 are close to zero or one of them is infinitesimal, and −1 when the addition of two upper hemisphere vectors ends up in the lower hemisphere (thus projecting the result to its antipode on the upper hemisphere).
The ⋆ FLM -monomials read
The non-commutative Fourier transform is theñ
The Duflo map is instead given by
, where S is the symmetric quantisation map and j is the following function on g j(X) = det sinh
where the last expression holds for X ∈ su(2). When applied to exponentials, it gives
which can be inverted to
On monomials, we get:
For the non-commutative plane wave we again have the corresponding projected star-product ⋆ Dp , which satisfies
where B(k 1 , k 2 ) is the Lie algebra element resulting from the BCH formula.
The explicit form of the non-commutative Fourier transform is thus
We are now ready to show some applications of the algebra/flux representation to GFT, discrete gravity, spin foam models and LQG, highlighting the connections between these formalims.
GFT, spin foam models and the flux representation
The main advantage of using the flux/algebra representation for GFT fields and amplitudes is that it brings the quantum geometry underlying them to the forefront. Indeed, as mentioned above, the algebra variables have the interpretation of discrete triad fields associated to the edges of the simplicial complexes defining the quantum states and the amplitudes, in 3d gravity, or of discrete B fields associated to triangles of simplicial complexes in 4d BF models, that become invertible for a discrete tetrad field once geometricity constraints are imposed. We will now show how this is the case.
3d gravity: simplicial path integral, Ponzano-Regge model and semiclassical analysis
We first consider the group field theory formulation of 3d Riemannian gravity [1] . The variables are fields ϕ 123 := ϕ(g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) on SO(3) 3 satisfying the invariance: ϕ 123 = P ϕ 123 := dh ϕ(hg 1 , hg 2 , hg 3 ). The dynamics is given by the action with simplicial (tetrahedral) interactions:
The Feynman diagrams Γ are thus dual to 3d triangulations ∆: the combinatorics of the field arguments in the interaction vertex is that of a tetrahedron, while the kinetic term dictates the gluing rule for tetrahedra along triangles.
By Peter-Weyl expansion of ϕ into irreps of SO (3), the field can be pictured as an open 3-valent spin network vertex or as a triangle, with the three field arguments associated to its edges e. In this representation, the interaction term can be written in terms of 6j-symbols, and the Feynman amplitude gives the Ponzano-Regge spin foam model:
where the sum is over irreps of SO (3) labelled by integers j e associated to the edges of the triangulation, and one has a 6j-symbol for each tetrahedron in the same triangulation, function of the six representations associated to its six edges.
In group variables the same amplitudes takes the form of a lattice gauge theory imposing flatness at each edge of the simplicial complex, which is indeed the geometric content of 3d gravity and BF theory. We now make this connection even clearer by working out the algebra representation of the model [8] . We use the FLM quantisation map and the associated star-product. Fourier transform and ⋆-product extend to functions of several variables like the GFT field aŝ
The invariance under group action becomes the 'closure constraint' for the variables x j ,
where the non-commutative delta function has the obvious definition in terms of non-commutative plane waves; this confirms their interpretation as edge vectors (discrete triad fields) of the corresponding triangle. The action becomes: where ⋆-products relate repeated indices. The Feynman amplitudes for closed diagrams, in this representation, read:
x e e i e T r xeHe({ht∋e})
where we have used the explicit form of the FLM plane waves. This is the simplicial path integral of first order 3d gravity (or 3d BF theory). The variables h t corresponds to the parallel transport (discrete connection) between the two tetrahedra (vertices of the Feynman diagram Γ) sharing the triangle t (dual to a link of Γ); H e is the holonomy (discrete curvature) around the boundary of f e (face of Γ, dual to an edge e of the simplicial complex), calculated from a chosen reference tetrahedron frame. The Lie algebra variables x e , one per edge of the simplicial complex (dual to faces of Γ), play the role of discrete triad [6] . A similar result can easily be obtained for the Duflo map, leading to the same type of variables and interpretation, but to a slightly different definition of the discretized BF action, due to the different choice of coordinates on the group appearing in the plane waves (and an additional term in the measure).
For generic open diagrams, the amplitudes are given again by the simplicial 3d gravity path integral with the appropriate boundary terms (for fixed discrete triad on the boundary). Beside making the link with discrete geometry explicit, the flux representation is then also a useful tool for semiclassical analysis of the same amplitudes, given the fact that they take the form of standard discrete path integrals. Such analysis has been performed, for generic simplicial complexes, with metric boundary conditions, in [9] , extending previous results in the literature. We sketch now the results of this analysis, before moving on to the 4d case. The explicit form of the Feynman amplitudes for fixed metric data on the boundary is:
where: the set of ordered pairs of labels associated to neighboring boundary triangles is N ; h i is the group element associated to the dual half-link going from the boundary triangle i to the center of the bulk tetrahedron with triangle i on its boundary; K ij (h l ) is the holonomy along the bulk dual links from the center of the tetrahedron with triangle j to the center of the tetrahedron with triangle i; x ij is the discrete triad (edge vector) shared by the triangles i, j on the boundary, as seen from the frame of reference of the triangle j; κ = 8πG is the non-commutativity parameter entering star products and plane waves (so the abelian limit of the phase space corresponds to the no-gravity limit G → 0), the y e are discrete triad variables associated to edges in the bulk of the triangulation, while y ij are auxiliary metric variables associated to boundary edges (they end up being identified with the x ij by the dynamics, as it can verified immediately by performing some of the group integrations); η(g) are real functions on the group depending on the choice of quantisation map (one has η(g) = 1 for the FLM map and η(g) = |k(g)| sin |k(g)| for the Duflo map, as we have seen). The amplitudes are directly suited for studying the semiclassical limit through a saddle point analysis of the discrete gravity action:
in first order variables y e and h l , plus boundary data x ij , y ij and g ij (only the first are fixed at the boundary, the others being subject to variations). We expect the classical limit to be governed by the equations of motion of this action: geometricity constraints imposing flatness of holonomies around dual faces and closure of edge vectors for all triangles (up to parallel transport). This is exactly what happens. Standard variations of this action give the equations:
for all e / ∈ ∂∆, i.e., the flatness of the connection around the dual faces in the bulk.
for all (i, j) ∈ N , i < j, i.e., the triviality of the connection around the dual faces to e ∈ ∂∆.
where Ad G f e implements the parallel transport from the frame of y e to the frame of f , and ǫ f e = ±1 accounts for the orientation of h l with respect to the holonomy H e * (h l ) and thus the relative orientations of the edge vectors, and Ad
−1 gji
parallel transports the edge vectors y ji to the frame of the boundary triangle f i , and ǫ ji = ±1 again accounts for the relative orientation. These impose the closure constraint for the three edge vectors of each bulk triangle f / ∈ ∂∆ in the frame of f , and the closure of the boundary integration variables y ji . These same conditions give the metric compatibility of the discrete connection, which in turn, if substituted back in the classical action, before considering the other saddle point equations, turn the discrete 1st order action into the 2nd order Regge action for the triangulation ∆.
where we denote (D ζ (g)) kl :=L k ζ l (g); these are a deformed closure constraint for the boundary edge variables x ij , and a deformed identification, up to a parallel transport, of the boundary edge variables x ij and x ji . The amplitudes becomẽ
than first order in the variations, and S δ is the varied action. It is easy to see that the non-commutative variation so defined undeforms the identification of x ij and x ji (up to parallel transport), simply because we have
for any Z ∈ su(2) and ǫ ∈ R implementing the variation of g. We obtain the geometric identification Ad −1 gij y ji = ±x ij , and the undeformed closure condition for boundary x ij . These undeformed relations replace the deformed ones in the above semiclassical approximation of the amplitudes. We recover exactly the geometric relations for the boundary variables, regardless of the choice of a quantization map, and the standard equations of motion for 3d gravity in the bulk. Once more, the algebra representation of the theory allows for a straightforward, geometrically transparent analysis.
A model for Holst-Plebanski 4d gravity
We now turn to 4d quantum gravity and describe the application of the non-commutative geometry tools introduced above to the construction of interesting GFT models of it. We will see another instance of the general duality between spin foam models and simplicial gravity path integrals, and of the way the algebra/flux representation brings the quantum geometry of such models to the forefront. More details can be found in [10] .
Classical continuum 4d gravity can be expressed as a constrained BF theory [1, 6] 
for so(4) valued 1-form connection ω and 2-form field B (also Lie algebra valued), where C(B) are (so-called) simplicity constraints and λ is some Lagrange multiplier. The constraints force B to be a function of a tetrad 1-form field B = * (e∧e), turning BF to the Palatini action for gravity in the first order formalism. The Immirzi parameter γ, which plays a crucial role in LQG, is introduced by changing variables B → B + The general strategy in group field theory and spin foam models [1, 6] has been, therefore, to start from a formulation of simplicial 4d BF theory and impose a discrete counterpart of the simplicity constraints to obtain a model for 4d gravity. The starting point is therefore the straightforward 4d generalisation of the GFT model for 3d gravity described above: where ϕ 1234 = ϕ(g 1 , · · · , g 4 ) = ϕ(hg 1 , · · · , hg 4 ) and g i , h ∈ SO(4). The perturbative expansion in λ of the partition function generates a sum over (closed) Feynman diagrams which are cellular complexes dual to simplicial 4d complexes, to which the theory assigns amplitudes which, once more, can be written down equivalently as a BF lattice gauge theory (in the group representation), as simplicial path integrals for discrete BF (in the algebra representation) and as a spin foam model (in the spin representation). The algebra representation is obtained by extending the non-commutative SO(3) Fourier transform to [SO(3) × SO(3)] 4 (in the following, we use the FLM quantisation map), and leads to a function of four so(4) elements ϕ(x 1 , ..., x 4 ) interpreted as the discrete B fields of BF theory, associated to the four triangles belonging to the tetrahedron corresponding to the GFT field. The gauge invariance condition becomes again the closure x 1 + .. + x 4 = 0. An entirely equivalent model is obtained by adding an additional variable k ∈ S 3 ≃ SU(2), interpreted as unit vectors normal to the tetrahedron corresponding to the GFT field, relaxing the gauge invariance condition to the covariance:
is the normal rotated by h) and defining the action:
The discrete counterpart of the simplicity constraints is, classically [1, 6, 10] : ∀j ∈ {1...4}, ∃k ∈ SU(2), kx
where β = γ−1 γ+1 . A geometrically clear way of imposing these constraints in the model is to use non-commutative delta functions, thus effectively constraining the measure on the bivectors. We thus introduce the function S
where: u β = e θ β n j β τj , with θ β and n β such that sin θ β = |β| sin θ, sign(cos θ β ) = sign(cos θ); n β = sign(β) n, we introduced u (2), and
The action of S is well-defined on gauge invariant fields, as it commutes with the gauge transformations Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
These relations ensure that rotating a bi-vector which is simple with respect to a normal k gives a bi-vector which is simple with respect to the rotated normal, as geometrically required. A geometrical GFT model will be defined by constraining the fieldφ k (x j ), by acting on it by ⋆-multiplication by the product S β k (x 1 )...S β k (x 4 ) of four simplicity functions:
For generic values of β = γ−1 γ+1 , the operator S β is not a projector. Depending on whether it is inserted in the propagator, in the vertex, or in both, in a single or in multiple copies, one gets slightly different Feynman amplitudes. We choose to constrain the field in the interaction of the extended BF model. Defining Ψ β := dk S β ⊲φ k , we consider:
where the star product pairs repeated indices. We can now compute the Feynman amplitudes of this model. One sees that, for each triangle t, the constraints impose the linear simplicity condition of x t with respect to the normals of all the tetrahedra {τ j } j=0...Nt sharing t. The square is present because both 4-simplices σ sharing the tetrahedron τ j contribute a factor S β h0j ⊲kj (x t ). For closed graphs, the normals k τ ∈ SU(2) drop from the amplitude and we obtain:
where we wrote f ⋆2 for the squared function f ⋆ f , andh 0j = h + 0j (h − 0j ) −1 . The simplicity operators for the same triangle, appearing in different frames corresponding to different tetrahedra sharing it, can be split into a single constraint expressed in a given frame, and a modified measure term for the discrete connection, encoding the conditions on the connection that have to be satisfied to ensure the correct parallel transport of the simplicity constraint across simplicial frames.
The Feynman amplitudes of this theory thus take the form of simplicial path integrals for a constrained BF theory of HolstPlebanski type with Immirzi parameter γ, with linear simplicity constraints. As noted, the specific form of the modification of the BF measure, encoding the simplicity constraints, depends on how exactly one has inserted the simplicity operator in the GFT action. The same amplitudes can be written down in pure gauge theory form (in the group representation) and in pure spin foam form (expanding in irreducible representations). In the latter form can be compared more easily with other spin foam models for 4d gravity proposed in the literature [6] . We refer to [10] for more details.
Conclusions
We have presented a brief review of the role of group-theoretic data in group field theories, focusing on the noncommutative flux representation of gravity models. While we believe that this could be of interest to mathematicians for its own sake, we have shown how useful it is from a quantum gravity point of view. It makes manifest the quantum geometric content of GFTs, and realises an explicit duality between spin foam models and simplicial gravity path integrals at the level of GFT amplitudes, providing an rich, promising framework for quantum gravity.
